Abstract
Introduction
Automatic speech recognition systems usually require two basic models to obtain the optimal sentence for an audio input: acoustic model and language model [1] . Acoustic model is used to recognize audio fragments into syllables, combining Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) which process the temporal change of speech and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) that predict the probability of each state of HMM using the coefficients of a speech frame, usually Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [2] . To overcome the inefficient representation of GMMs, deep neural networks adopt multiple layers of nonlinear hidden units and a output layer to fit the HMM states [3, 4] .
N-gram language model (LM) is the most common language model for speech recognition and machine translation [1, 5] . It can be easily trained and achieves moderate performance for most tasks. Nevertheless, it can't capture complex linguistic information such as nest structures of noun phrases and long-distance syntactic constraints due to its simple sibling limitation. Plenty of approaches have been exploited attempting to overcome the problem in decades. N-gram language model can be improved by directly integrated with higher level models, such as dependency relations and probabilistic top-down parsing [6, 7] . Discriminative methods such as maximum entropy models can also be used to utilize global features from word sequences and syntactic structures [8] . Discriminative re-scoring methods
Background
Language model (LM) is one of the most important components for natural language processing tasks, such speech recognition, machine translation, etc. [10] . For speech recognition problem, language model is combined with acoustic model to determine the optimal word/character sequence for an audio input. N-gram language model is the most common LM, in which the determination of one word/character is only dependent on its probability on previous n words/characters. However there are some linguistic phenomena can't be represented in word n-gram LM, such as long-distance constraints and nested structures. Techniques for improving n-gram language model have been exploited more than a decade.
Enhanced language models
Siu proposed a variable n-gram LM by representing word n-grams with trees [11] . In their tree model, node merging and combination operations were used to increase the length of ngram LM. Therefore, the variable n-gram LM could represent high-order word relations than traditional one. Class-based model can also bring long-distance constraints and high-order word relations, because it clusters words/phrases into different classes, and the number of classes is much smaller than words [12] .
Word n-gram model can also be improved by directly integrating high-level models into it. Ney proposed a model utilizing the information extracted from dependency relations between long-distance words [6] . His model is capable to integrate pair-wise word associations into word n-gram LM. The work of Chelba and Jelinek introduced a shift-reduce parser into ngram LM [13] . Their model predicted each word using corresponding parse candidate, where the probability of each word is conditioned on previous words provided by the parse. Roark introduced a model that incorporated probabilistic top-down parsing with word n-gram LM, which can efficiently utilize syntactic information from context-free structures [7] . It calculated the probability of word sequence from the parse probability by summing the probabilities of all derivations in the beam. Wang proposed a almost-parsing language model that integrated lexical features and syntactic constraints based on constraint dependency grammar [14] . Rastrow proposed a hierarchical interpolation method for statistical language models based on a shift-reduce incremental dependency parser [15] . Part-of-speech tagging model and character language model can be combined as a joint language model for speech recognition [16, 17] .
Discriminative language model is another model that can extract arbitrary features from sentences and their syntactic structures. Different form generative models requiring the joint probability of the observations and the labels, it calculates the conditional probability of labels over the observations directly. Rosenfeld proposed a maximum entropy based language model that employed shallow syntactic features [8] . Magdin used Maximum Mutual Information Estimation (MMIE) method to optimize an objective function that involved a metric between correct transcriptions and their competing hypotheses, which are encoded as word graphs generated by Viterbi decoding process [18] .
N-best Re-scoring approaches
Enhanced language model can directly incorporate syntactic information into traditional LMs. Nevertheless, there are still rich linguistic features difficult to be integrated into a single model. Re-scoring approaches provide an alternative and convenient way to use both typical n-gram features and arbitrary features from word sequences and corresponding syntactic structures. Instead of finding the viterbi path in the first phase, it produces n-best candidate lists, a lattice or a confusion network for further improvement.
Collins described a discriminative language model for speech recognition [9] . Averaged perceptron model was used for reranking the n-best lists. Their model can efficiently make use of words, part-of-speech tags and syntactic structures as features. Roark contrasted two parameter estimation methods for discriminative syntactic language modeling: the perceptron algorithm and a method based on maximizing the regularized conditional log-likelihood [19] . They used deterministic weighted finite state automata to encode the word lattice generated in the first phase. Confusion network dynamic programming method can be used for re-scoring on speech recognition by integrating multiple and complex knowledge sources into the model [20] . A Neural probabilistic language model can also be used for N-best re-scoring which includes syntactic features such as head words and their non-terminal labels [21] . Rastrow presented a discriminative hill climbing approach that performed efficient discriminative training procedure for long-span LMs [22] . Arisoy presented a discriminative language model that integrated linguistically motivated and statistically derived information such as semantic information and evaluated their system on Turkish [23] .
Baseline Speech Recognition System
The baseline speech recognition consists of two basic components: acoustic model 
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Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC the baseline model in this paper. The optimal word sequence for an audio input is obtained by using a viterbi search algorithm in decoding phase.
Word n-gram Language Model
A language model is used to calculate a probability distribution () PW over a string W 
For speech recognition task, the most widely used n-gram LM is trigram, where each word is conditioned on its previous two words, denoted as 
Re-scoring Approaches
In this section, we first explore two n-best re-scoring approaches for Mandarin speech recognition to overcome the problem of n-gram language model: linear rescoring and discriminative re-scoring approaches. N-best word sequences for re-scoring are generated by baseline speech recognizer using a beam search algorithm. Then we present a cascaded approach to combine these two approaches in pipeline that takes the output probability of linear re-scoring approach as the initial weight of discriminative re-scoring approach.
Linear re-scoring approach
Previous work reveal that single word n-gram LM is insufficient for speech recognition task. A linear re-scoring approach can be used to combine different linguistic information, and choose the best one from candidate lists. The n-best word sequence lists for each audio input are first generated by baseline speech recognizer. In this paper, several sub models are introduced into our approach, including pinyin-word co-occurrence models, character-based model, part-of-speech tagging model and dependency model (detailed description in next section). To better utilize these various sub models, we use a linear function to combine their probabilities. The weights of sub models are optimized using minimum error training (MERT) method. MERT method is first proposed for machine translation problem [24] , and has been successfully applied to other natural language processing tasks, such as joint word segmentation and POS tagging [25] . The probability of a candidate word sequence W for an audio input A is calculated as w with other weights fixed. Thus, the probability of each candidate is defined as
The left probability
is a variable where j w is the weight need to be optimized, and the right probability
is fixed. It's expensive to use a direct grid search algorithm for determining each weight because re -calculating the probabilities of all candidates to find the best one is time-consuming. MERT method uses a piece-wise linear search algorithm for each th j dimension. Since the optimal value of each weight j w must be in the intersections of all lines drawn by the above formula. The optimal parameters are easy to obtain because only a few candidates need to be re-calculated when the critical value changes. The principle of MERT method has been described in Och [24, 26] . The sub models we employed and the method of 
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Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC calculating the probabilities of the candidates for each sub model are described in next section.
Domain adaptation discriminative re-scoring approach
Since the dependency structures of word sequence candidates are constructed, we can utilize various features extracted, including words, POS tags and syntactic information. Our discriminative re-scoring approach is built on the work of Collins's discriminative language model. Different from their context-free rule features, we extract linguistic features from dependency tree D . For an audio input A , the optimal word sequence W is chosen as
W GEN A baseline discriminative
The second probability () discriminative PW denotes the probability produced by the discriminative re-scoring approach. Figure 1 shows an example dependency tree generated by our POS tagger and dependency parser. There are two feature sets extracted for our discriminative re-scoring model. One set contains flat features of the dependency tree, mainly the word and POS information. The second feature set we employed contains dependency relations extracted from the dependency tree, including the relations of father-son, father-son-sibling, and grandfather-father-son dependency.
In this paper, we only consider the unlabeled dependency tree, and label information between dependency nodes is omitted. These detailed features are described in next section.
Figure 1. An example of a dependency tree
The discriminative re-scoring approach is trained using averaged perceptron algorithm. For n best dependency trees ( 1,..., ) However, it is expensive to obtain large amount of annotated texts for training the discriminative model. To solve the data insufficiency problem, we introduce a domain adaptation method, which trains the discriminative model on Chinese pinyin -tocharacter (PTC) conversion data. The training data for Chinese PTC conversion is easy to obtain because the method that convert text sequences to pinyin sequences is very accurate, achieving 98.5%. One problem for domain adaptation method is that the denote the maximal, minimal initial weights of discriminative models for Chinese PTC conversion and speech recognition problems separately. After adjustment, the scopes of initial weights for both models become the same. Then the discriminative models trained on Chinese PTC data are used for speech recognition. The discriminative model for Chinese PTC conversion is trained similar as speech recognition, and with same feature sets.
Cascaded re-scoring approach
Both linear and discriminative re-scoring approaches utilize linguistic information from syntactic structures, but from different views. They can be cascaded in a pipeline. In previous discriminative approach, the initial probability is set to the probability output ( , ) 
Sub Models
Our re-scoring approaches can efficiently incorporate long-distance syntactic constraints. In this section, we will describe part-of-speech tagging model and dependency parsing model used for both re-scoring approaches. Also, all sub models for the linear re-scoring approach, including the pinyin-related models, POS-related models are presented.
Character N-gram Language Model
Character n-gram language model can also be integrated with word n-gram language model to improve its performance [17] . Therefore, our linear re-scoring method can include the character n-gram LM, denoted as 
Character-Based Discriminative Model
The character-based model is a discriminative model trained by averaged perceptron algorithm, which recognizes characters/words in a sentence only using the pinyin information. The pinyin sequence is generated by the speech recognizer. The parameter estimation method for averaged perceptron and the decoding algorithm for best sequence can be found in work [27, 28] . Pinyin feature templates contain . The pinyin sequences are generated by baseline speech recognizer, corresponding to the word sequences.
Pinyin-Word Co-occurrence Model
For an input audio, its generated pinyin sequence S and word sequence W , we define the pinyin-word co-occurrence as ( , ) ii N w s can be easily obtained.
POS Models
POS information can be used to improve the performance for many natural language processing tasks, such as word segmentation and named entity recognition [29] . In this paper, we introduce POS tagging model for speech recognition. The features for POS tagging model are choose similar as [27, 30] , shown in Table 1 . The dataset for POS tagging model is taken from Chinese Treebank 5.0, and the distribution of training, development and test dataset is the same as [30] . Our POS tagging model achieves 95.3% F-1 value on development dataset. Besides, we also use the POS n-gram language model and POS-word co-occurrence models for our re-scoring models. The probability of a POS sequence T is defined as 11 ii p t w are calculated using maximum likelihood estimation method.
Dependency model
The determination of a word sequence for an audio input might not be determined only using the flat information, such as nearby words and POS tags. The grammatical and syntactic information can be beneficial. Dependency model can bring long-distance word relations for Mandarin speech recognition. Figure 1 shows an example of a dependency tree. A deterministic transition-based algorithm can be used to determine the best dependency parse [31] . For a Chinese word and POS sentence ( , )
WT , the probability of dependency tree D is calculated as ( | , ) ( | , )
Experiments
Our experimental data are selected from Mandarin standard corpus of Chinese National 863 Project, recorded by 83 males and 83 females. There are totally 1560 text sentences chosen from 1993 and 1994 People's Diary for recording. These sentences are split into 3 parts, named A, B and C, of which each person only record one part. The text and person distribution of Mandarin 863 speech corpus are listed in Table 2 , where parts A, B, C contain 1-521, 522-1040, and 1041-1560 sentences separately. F00 denotes the speeches recorded by female speaker 00. Thus F01, F06, F00 contain totally entire 1560 sentences. All the data for our experiments are chosen from female speakers. We will omit F in the following description. In this section, we perform two sets of experiments for Mandarin speech recognition. The distribution of training, development and test data is shown in Table 3 . The first experiment set is trained on 4680 speech sentences, tuned and tested on 1560 speech sentences. In this setting, the training, development and test data contain same texts. The second experiment is different, where the training data contains two text parts, and the development data contains the third part.
Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC The performances of speech recognition systems, including baseline system and rescoring approaches, are evaluated using character error rate (CER) measure. The CER measure is defined as
In the formula, # gold denotes the number of characters in golden sentences, #insertion , #deletion and # substitution are separately the numbers of operations of insertion, deletion, and substitution that convert the golden sentences to predicted sentences.
Baseline System
We first describe our baseline speech recognition system. The acoustic model is trained on Mandarin standard corpus of Chinese National 863 Project, and RASC863 (annotated 10 regional accent speech corpus). We constructed a tri-phone acoustic model using HTK. The language model is trained on newswire of People's Daily and GuangMing Daily using SRILM Toolkit [32] . Finally, a forward word bigram language model and backward trigram language model are used for a two-pass decoding using Julius [33] . Table 4 shows the experimental results of our baseline system on development data and test data. From the results, we can observe that for the performance for different speeches are different, and even the corresponding texts are the same, the performance is various for different speakers. The n-best lists for each audio input are generated by the baseline system using a beam search algorithm. Figure 2 reveals the oracle of different n-best lists. It's obvious that with the increase of beam number n, the oracle of CER become smaller. The oracle decreases faster at the beginning when n increase from 1 to 5, and become slower when n become larger. Finally, we choose 500 n-best candidate lists for our re-scoring approaches. 
Linear re-scoring approach
For our linear re-scoring approach, we use a backward greedy search algorithm to determine the suitable set of sub models, and train the weights for these models. It first begins with a set containing all sub models, and iteratively attempts to remove each sub model and evaluate its performance on development data. Then the linear model will remove the sub model which achieves the best performance. The iterative procedure will stop if there is no performance improvement.
We first perform experiments on group 1, trained on 02,07,11,03,08,12,04,09,13, and evaluated the linear re-scoring approach on 01,06,00. After model selection strategy, we remove the word-pinyin occurrence model ( | ) occur P P W because it decreases the performance. The results shown in Table 5 compared the linear re-scoring model of all other sub models and the models with removing one sub model each time. It shows that linear rescoring approach outperforms the baseline system about 1.11% decrease on CER, and all sub models are beneficial for the task, in which the character n-gram LM improves the performance most, and the word N-gram LM ranks second. Specially, the dependency model also makes an improvement for the linear re-scoring approach, outperforming character-based model, pinyin-word occurrence model and POS-word occurrence model. 
Domain adaptation discriminative re-scoring approach
Given n-best candidate dependency trees for each audio input, we can employ discriminative re-scoring approach to select the optimal one. Two type of feature sets are used in our reranking model, listed in Table 7 . The first set contains only flat feature sets (W, T1, T2, T3), composed by word and POS information. Figure 3 shows that performance of discriminative re-scoring approach on experimental group 1 and 2. It's shown that with more additional features, group 1 and 2 behave different, where CER of group 1 decreases, but group 2 increases. That might be that group 1 are trained and evaluated using speeches with same 1560 text sentences, and group 2 are different. The reason why our results on group 2 are contradicted with Collins's experiments is that we use smaller training data [9] , only 1140 sentences, but Collins use 297580 transcribed utterances. However, it's expensive to obtain the transcribed texts. We proposed a domain adaptation method to train the discriminative model using Chinese pinyin-tocharacter dataset. The n-best lists for Chinese PTC conversion is generated using an n-gram LM.
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Figure 3. Results of discriminative re-scoring approach
Mandarin speech recognition and Chinese pinyin-to-character conversion perform different, and their output probabilities of baseline systems are quite different. We use the domain adaptation method described in last section to train the model on Chinese pinyin-tocharacter data. The training data is chosen from The Lancaster Corpus of Mandarin Chinese, containing 100000 sentences. A greedy forward feature selection strategy is used for discriminative model on Chinese PTC conversion problem. Then it's used on speech recognition, and achieves 20.38% CER on development data with feature set ,1 WD , outperforming the baseline system.
Cascaded re-scoring approach
In discriminative re-scoring approach, the initial weight is set as the output probability of the baseline system. Actually, the linear re-scoring approach can be cascaded with discriminative approach, which takes the output probability of linear re-scoring approach as the initial weight of the discriminative approach. We then perform experiments on development set, and the results are shown in the second row of Table 8 . The results show that the cascaded approach can effectively utilize these two re-scoring approaches, and outperforms them both. We then evaluated all re-scoring approaches on test data 05,10,14. The experimental results exhibit similar performance as development data. Single linear re-scoring approach outperforms discriminative re-scoring approach, and the cascade approach which uses the probability output of linear model as initial weight achieves the greatest performance, 1.8% absolute CER decrease.
Conclusion
In this paper, we explored two re-scoring approach for Mandarin speech recognition to overcome the problem of n-gram language model by integrating rich long-distance syntactic information. Linear re-scoring approach can combine multiple models with different perspectives through a linear function. To overcome the data insufficiency for training discriminative model, we proposed a domain adaptation method to train a model on Chinese pinyin-to-character conversion data. Experimental results show that both linear and discriminative re-scoring approach can effectively improve the performance of baseline system, and a cascaded approach achieves the best. In further research, the re-scoring approaches can be applied to other languages.
